We describe one-dimensional discrete difFusive motion that is driven by a purely deterministic system, the logistic map. We find normal diffusive motion above a critical value k, of the chaotic parameter. At A, i, the diftusion constant D plays the role of an order parameter, with a critical exponent of 1/2. In the presence of external noise, D is expressed in terms of a universal scaling function and the critical exponent associated with the noise is found to be 1. We also consider biased di6'usive motion driven by the logistic map. We find that the di8'usion process thus generated is di6'erent from random biased di6'usion. In contrast to the case of the biased "random walker" where all configurations ("walks" ) are still possible, here certain configurations are not allowed.
I. INTRODUCTION x(t)~g(t),
and one obtains the normal diffusion law: (x(t) ) =0, (x'(t) )~t .
(3)
In this paper, we consider the case where g(t) is not random but deterministic and chaotic. ' In Sec. II we set up a model for deterministic diffusion based on the logistic map f(y) =4Ay(1 -y), and in Sec. III we discuss various properties of this map that are pertinent to this problem. We shall point out the similarities to the considerable amount of work done for circle-map diffusion. ' We consider unbiased diffusion in Sec. IV and find normal diffusion for A, above a critical value A, &, which is the first reverse bifurcation point for the map.
We shall see that the difFusion constant plays the role of an order parameter at this point. The corresponding exponent is shown to be 1/2. In Sec. V we consider the efFect of noise and derive the associated universal scaling properties.
Finally, in Sec. VI we examine biased Diffusion is normally associated with a stochastic driven force (a random variable). For Brownian motion, ' the equation of motion is Mx+yx =g(t), where y is the friction constant and M is the mass of the free particle. Equation (1) is also known as the Langevin equation, with the assumption that the g(t) are Gaussian-correlated random forces (white noise):
(g(t) ) =0, (, g(t) g(t') )~6(t t') .
When the friction is high, i.e. , y/M &&1, the x term can be neglected and (1) can be reduced to diffusion. This is found to differ from normal biased diffusion at small time scales, but approaches it in the infinite time limit with a given rate that depends on k. We shall interpret this new exponent 0. as a measure of how fast the system randomizes. We comment on the relation between 0. and the Lyapunov exponent.
II. MODEL
For simplicity, we study one-dimensional discrete time nearest-neighbor lattice difFusion. By choosing the time to be discrete, we are restricting ourselves in the time domain comparable to the time scale of molecular collisions. Thus g(t)~g(i), for i =0, 1,2, . . . . By nearestneighbor lattice diffusion we mean that the particles can move only from one lattice site to a neighboring one, i.e. , the particles move the same distance at each time step.
To generate the sequence of stochastic but deterministic driven forces, we use a chaotic map -the logistic map. Consider g(n) =sgn(y"-P), where the threshold P can be regarded as controlling the external bias field. Thus, at time step n the particle will experience a rightward (leftward) force if y" is greater (smaller) than P and will take a step, g(n) =+ 1( -1). In (5) y" is generated by the logistic map, i.e. , with the initial value yo E I 0, I] randomly chosen for each particle. The trajectory of the particle is completely determined by the initial condition. In the following sections, the statistical properties of a system of particles that are governed by Eqs. (3), (5), and (6) (i) in which interval I(C) yo must be located to generate a particular configuration C, (ii) how often y, will visit this interval. As regards (ii), we denote Pi"(y )dy as the probability to find a particle between y and y+dy.
Hence, the relative occurrence of a configuration C of length n is I "(C)= j P"(y)dy .
I( C)
To determine I(C), consider a particle with value yc. If we are interested in the first step of the particle (C of length 1) then we only need to compare yo with P: if yo )i I), the particle steps to the right, if yo &P it steps to the left. Therefore I(L)=(0,$) and I(R) =($, 1) (Fig. 1 ).
For the case of two time steps (C of length 2), we need also to compare yi =fi (yo) with P, or equivalently to find the inverse mapping of tI) and compare it with yo. In other words, if P, and P2 are the inverse mappings of P [i.e., fi (Pi ) = fi ($2) = P], and assume P2 ) iI) " then a particle with yc & P, will take two steps to the left (C equals LL in Fig. 1 ) at the first two time steps, whereas yc in (P"P) will give rise to the LR configuration (if i)) $2), and so on. For the case of a three-step diffusion process we need to find the inverse iterates of P"called P» and P» (choose P» tt»), »d of (t"den«ed by P» and P» (Pz, & $22) . In general, for an n-step diffusion process, we need to trace back to the (n -1)th inverse iteration of P, i.e. , all the way to P;; . . . ; defined recursively by 2 n -1
Analogously to the two time-steps case, I(C) for a particular n-step configuration C has the form (P, . 
FIG. 2.
All possible configurations at three time steps, for X= 1 found by iterating the tent map twice. At a given value of the bias field P, the probability for a configuration C is given by the length of the intersection of the area corresponding to C with the line h (z) =g(P). For /=0. 5, g(P) =0.5 and all configurations are equally likely. Moreover, the probability for the configuration LRL is zero for g(P) &g(P') = -, ', on a log-log (0 & m & n -1). These solutions are k/2" (k = 1, 2, . . . , 2" -1) [in Fig. 2 
In this respect D can be thought of as an order parameter.
As we approach X=X& from above, this characteristic time r" (A, ) There is now a finite probability for the trajectory to deviate from oscillatory behavior. From Fig. 6(b) it can be seen that this happens when the trajectory hits a value in the interval I(5y)= - ( -, ' -5y, -, '+5y). Hence, N(r&+1)=(1 -25y)25yN will hit I(5y ) at time r&+1. At time r&+2, N(rI+2) =(1 -25y) 25yN will hit I(5y), and so on. In general, N(r&+r)=(1 -25y)'25yN will hit I(5y ) at time rI+r.
The average time~& is r"= -g rN(rI+r)=(1 -25y)/5y -(5y)
' . (22) 1 N For small 5y, ri, ))r&, and r*=rh. From (18) and (22) we have'
We also calculated the diffusion constant directly from numerical data for the scaling of the second moment with time near A, =k*, (Fig. 7) . The result agrees with the A, dependence derived from (14) and (23) 
(x(t)) =(p -q)t,
From (28) x' as x -+~.
We have verified this relation numerically (Fig. 8) .
for small M, . The scaling relations (31a) and (31b) suggest the following scaling form for D(e, M, ):
In general, there is no simple expression for I "(C), unlike the unbiased case [cf. (12)].
The probability for going left or right at each time step depends on the previous history of the system and thus one needs to calculate I for all previous time steps m (n in order to obtain I "( C ). Moreover, there are certain configurations that do not exist. To illustrate this topological constraint consider X=1. Using the tent-map analog (Sec. IV), the probabilities of occurrence I "(C) of existing configurations C of length n are found from the end points of the intervals I( C), which are given by solutions to h (z)=g(P) (0~m~n -1). As shown in Fig.  2 , the configuration LRL does not exist below g(P') = -', (P(P'=0. 36), it is said to be pruned. ' In general, we can write for an n-step difFusion process For the A, =1 chaotic process we have calculated exactly the values of (x (t) ) for small times t from the I, (C) and found that they deviated from the expression (36).
Moreover, the values of (x (t)) 
=2g(p)F (g(II)))exp( -m ln2) .
I "(C, P)=I "(C*, (5*), 
